
US Army to fund
rare earths plant
for arms 
WASHINGTON: The US Army plans to fund
construction of rare earths processing facili-
ties, part of an urgent push by Washington to
secure domestic supply of the minerals used
to make military weapons and electronics,
according to a government document seen by
Reuters. The move would mark the first finan-
cial investment by the US military into com-
mercial-scale rare earths production since
World War Two’s Manhattan Project built the
first atomic bomb.

It comes after President Donald Trump
earlier this year ordered the military to
update its supply chain for the niche materi-
als, warning that reliance on other nations for
the strategic minerals could hamper US
defenses. China, which refines most of the
world’s rare earths, has threatened to stop
exporting the specialized minerals to the
United States, using its monopoly as a cudgel
in the ongoing trade spat between the world’s
two largest economies.

“The US rare earths industry needs big
help to compete against the Chinese,” said
Jim McKenzie, chief executive officer of
UCore Rare Metals Inc, which is developing a
rare earths project in Alaska. “It’s not just
about the money, but also the optics of broad
support from Washington.” The Army division
overseeing munitions last month asked miners

for proposals on the cost of a pilot plant to
produce so-called heavy rare earths, a less-
common type of the specialized minerals that
are highly sought after for use in weaponry,
according to the document.

Responses are due by Dec 16. UCore,
Texas Mineral Resources Corp and a joint
venture between Lynas Corp and privately-
held Blue Line Corp are among the expected
respondents, according to company officials
and sources familiar with the matter. The
Army said it will fund up to two-thirds of a
refiner’s cost and that it would fund at least
one project and potentially more. Applicants
must provide a detailed business plan and
specify where they will source their ore,
among other factors.

This latest move by the Army, a division of
the Pentagon, comes after a military study
earlier this year on the state of the US rare
earths supply chain. The rare earths tension
between the US and China goes back to at
least 2010, when China limited exports to
Japan after a diplomatic dispute, sending
prices for the niche metals spiking and fueling
concerns across the US military that China
could do the same to the United States.

The US Army Combat Capabilities
Development Command Chemical Biological
Center and the US Army headquarters did not
respond to requests for comment. The request
does not give a specific financial amount the
Army could fund, though it is derived in part
from the Defense Production Act (DPA), a
1950s-era US law that gives the Pentagon
wide financial latitude to procure equipment
necessary for the national defense.

A rare earth processing pilot plant could
cost between $5 million and $20 million,

depending on location, size and other factors,
with a full-scale plant potentially costing
more than $100 million to build, industry
executives said. “It’s great to see interest in
financially supporting the industry from the
Department of Defense,” said Jon Blumenthal,
CEO of Blue Line Corp, which earlier this
year signed a memorandum of understanding
to build a rare earth processing facility in
Texas with Australia-based Lynas Corp.
Blumenthal declined to comment when asked
if Blue Line will respond to the Army’s
request. Lynas declined to comment.

It is not clear how the Army will rank the
responses given that much of the rare earths
industry expertise is now located in China,
though the modern rare earths industry itself
had its genesis in the United States decades
ago. “Instead of providing funds for yet
another study, this allocates money toward
establishing a US-based rare earth supply
chain,” said Anthony Marchese, CEO of
Texas Mineral Resources, which is develop-
ing the Round Top mine in Texas with USA
Rare Earth.

After processing, however, rare earths
need to be turned into rare earth magnets,
found in precision-guided missiles, smart
bombs and military jets and China controls
the rare earths magnet industry, too. The
Pentagon has not yet launched an effort to
finance domestic magnet manufacturing.
“Closing the magnet gap would do more to
address the nation’s defense needs, and as
well the needs of electric vehicle makers and
others,” said Ryan Castilloux, managing
director with Adamas Intelligence, a
research firm that closely tracks the rare
earths industry. — Reuters

WHAKATANE: Increasing tremors on a
volcanic island in New Zealand yesterday
heightened the risk of another massive
eruption, preventing the recovery of bodies
two days after an eruption engulfed dozens
of tourists in steam and hot ash. Six people
were killed in Monday’s explosion at White
Island, which lies some 50 km off the main-
land, with another nine officially listed as
missing, and 30 injured. 

Australian Gavin Dallow, 53, and his
stepdaughter Zoe Hosking, 15, were the
latest victims to be identified yesterday.
“Our hearts break at the loss of Zoe at
such a young age,” the Dallow family said
in an emailed statement. “We mourn the
loss of Gavin and Zoe.” And the death toll
could rise with 29 people in intensive care
in several hospitals around the country. 

Twenty seven people have horrific
burns to 30% or more of their body and
22 are also on airway support due to the
severity of their burns, said medical
authorities. “We anticipate we will require
an additional 1.2 million square centimeters
of skin for the ongoing needs of the
patients,” Counties Manukau Chief Medical
Officer, Dr Peter Watson, said at
Middlemore Hospital in Auckland.

“The nature of the burns suffered is
complicated by the gases and chemicals in
the eruption. This has necessitated more
rapid treatment of these burns than is the

case for thermal-only burns,” said Watson.
Surgical teams were engaged in around-
the-clock treatment. “This is just the start of
a very long process that for some patients
will last several months,” he said. The
Australian government said it expected to
transfer up to 10 injured citizens from New
Zealand starting in the next 24 hours, if
medical staff approve them for travel.

Too risky to recover bodies
Authorities monitoring the uninhabited

island said conditions were worsening and
there was now a 40-60% chance of a mas-
sive eruption similar to Monday in the next
24 hours. “In summary, yesterday there was
a high risk of an eruption. Today there is an
even higher risk of an eruption. And the
parameters are worsening at the moment,”
Graham Leonard, a senior volcanologist at

GNS Science, told a news conference in
Wellington.

A plume of smoke could still be seen
coming from the island. “I’ve spoken to
many of those involved in the operation and
they are very, very eager to get back there,
they want to bring people’s loved ones
home,” New Zealand Prime Minister
Jacinda Ardern said in an interview with
Reuters in Wellington. Aerial surveillance

has detected no signs of life on the island,
where at least one tour group was cap-
tured on automated webcams in the
crater just a minute before the eruption.

Police said the safety of recovery
teams was the priority and are awaiting
advice from experts on when they could
access the island. That has prompted
some criticism authorities are being too
cautious. “We cannot put other people in
jeopardy to go out there until we’re
absolutely certain that the island is actu-
ally safe,” Acting Assistant Commissioner

Bruce Bird told a media conference in
Whakatane, the town that is an access point
for tourist trips to the island.

There were 47 people on White Island
at the time of the eruption. Twenty-four of
those were from Australia, nine from the
United States, five from New Zealand, four
from Germany, two each from China and
Britain and one from Malaysia. A mother
and daughter were the first Australians to

be named as victims, media said yesterday.
Brisbane woman Julie Richards, 47, and
her daughter Jessica, 20, had been con-
firmed dead, family friend John Mickel told
Sky News.

The death toll from Monday’s eruption
rose to six after one victim died in hospital
on Tuesday. Daily tours bring more than

10,000 visitors to the privately owned
island every year, marketed as “the world’s
most accessible active marine volcano”.
GeoNet raised the alert level for the vol-
cano in November because of an increase
in volcanic activity. The alert level was
increased further after the eruption, and
remains elevated. — Reuters
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WHAKATANE: The police boat Deodar III arrives into Whakatane after police were unable to get onto White Island to recover the bodies of those killed by volcanic eruption in Whakatane yesterday. — AFP 

Tremors worsen on NZ volcano island
Risk too high for recovery of bodies

Death toll 6, 9 
still missing, 29 

in intensive care

WHAKATANE: Steam rises from the White Island volcano in Whakatane after a volcanic eruption
the day before. —AFP 

DUBAI: Iran has foiled a major cyber
attack on its infrastructure that was
launched by a foreign government,
the Iranian telecoms minister said
yesterday, two months after reports
of a US cyber operation against the
country. US officials told Reuters in
October that the United States had
carried out a secret cyber strike on
Iran after the Sept 14 attacks on
Saudi oil facilities, which Washington
and Riyadh blamed on Tehran. Iran
denied involvement in the attacks,
which were claimed by Yemen’s Iran-
aligned Houthi movement.

“We recently faced a highly
organized and state-sponsored
attack on our e-government infra-
structure which was...repelled by the
country’s security shield,”
Mohammad Javad Azari-Jahromi,
Iran’s minister for communications
and information technology, was
quoted by the semi-official Mehr
news agency as saying. “It was a
very big attack,” Azari-Jahromi said,
adding that details would be revealed
later. It was not clear whether Azari-
Jahromi was referring to the US
cyber attack, which US officials said
took place in late September and tar-

geted Tehran’s ability to spread “pro-
paganda”.

Asked about Reuters’ October
report of a cyber attack, Azari-
Jahromi said then: “They must have
dreamt it.” In late September, Iran
reviewed security measures at its key
Gulf oil and gas facilities, including
preparedness for cyber attacks, fol-
lowing media reports of Washington
weighing possible cyber attacks on
Tehran. The reported US cyber strike
highlighted how President Donald
Trump’s administration has been try-
ing to counter what it sees as Iranian
aggression while avoiding an outright
military conflict.

Iran has long been on alert over
the threat of cyber attacks from
abroad. The United States and Israel
covertly sabotaged Iran’s disputed
nuclear program in 2009 and 2010
with the Stuxnet computer virus,
which destroyed a number of Iranian
centrifuges that were enriching ura-
nium. Tensions in the Gulf have esca-
lated sharply since Trump last year
withdrew from Iran’s 2015 nuclear
deal with world powers and reim-
posed trade and financial sanctions
on Tehran. — Reuters

Iran foils a ‘very big’ 
foreign cyber attack


